Stop, search, libel or investigate

HOW TO deal with stop and search (and with luck still file the story) – that’s the subject of the London Freelance Branch meeting on Monday 14 June. We’ll be getting tips from solicitor Shamik Dutta (www.shamikdutta.notlong.com) of law firm Fisher Meredith, who among other things represented comedian Mark Thomas in a case that led to a £1200 settlement for a 12-minute detention by the Metropolitan Police, with an apology.

Shamik is a civil rights lawyer who specialises in taking legal action against the state on behalf of the victims of police, Home Office and Prison Service misconduct – young people, refugees, protestors, photographers and activists. These cases usually involve claims for unlawful detention, assault, malicious prosecution and breach of the state’s obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998 and Human Rights Act 1998. He regularly provides training sessions around London on individual rights, and is active with the Police Action Lawyers Group and Liberty.

On Monday 12 July we will hear from Gavin McFadyen, co-founder of the Bureau for Investigative Journalism (see below) about its funding for investigations. Watch www.londonfreelance.org for more details.

There is no LFB meeting in August. If you are entitled to holiday pay, remember that it’s on the understanding that you do take some holiday.

We plan to have a meeting on libel reform in the autumn, depending on how the surprise ConDem government commitment pans out.

This issue went to press on 18 May. The deadline for the (online only) July issue is 1 July

LFB meetings are 7pm to 9pm at Friends’ House, Euston Road, which is accessible to people who use wheelchairs. If you need the Branch to pay for care for a dependent so you can attend a meeting, call a Branch officer. For updates on meetings see the Branch calendar: www.londonfreelance.org/lfb/meetings and for London Photographers’ Branch meetings, see www.londonphotographers.org

Phone recording appeal

THE FREELANCE editorial team get one enquiry a month – usually at the end of the Branch meeting when everyone’s packing up – about the best devices for recording phone calls, so’s the subject matter enlighten us? There seems to be a problem recording both sides of a phone call on some 3G phones, so advice on any apps that do it properly on the various formats is appreciated.

Several LFB members recommended a very low-tech double-ended earplug/mike gadget (Olympus make one). While the earplug end of the gadget goes into your ear, the other end of the mike sticks against the phone’s earpiece and picks up the call, carrying sound to whatever recording device you have it plugged into. Simplicity itself, you would think, but one freelance reports experiencing problems with mikes of this type picking up the noise of electronic interference from mobiles.

Is there any single user-friendly device or app you know of that does trouble-free recordings of mobile, 3G and old-style landline phones? And does face-to-face voice recordings as well, while we’re at it? Let us know, please, by sending your brief suggestions & comments to editor@londonfreelance.org with a relevant subject line. The inclusion of a manufacturer’s name here should not be taken as endorsement.

On the subject of kit, if you were thinking of purchasing any expensive items of kit soon, you might like to bear in mind the 22 June budget, which is “widely predicted” to include a big VAT increase.

Toddlle to Tolpuddle

The Tolpuddle Martyrs were the first heroes of trade unionism in these islands from the moment in 1834 when the six were deported to Australia for daring to form an agricultural workers’ union. Remember them at the annual Tolpuddle Festival in the eponymous Dorset village on 16-18 July. Former NUJ president Tim Lezard will host a session on Saturday 17 July; other speakers include Tony Benn. See www.tolpuddlemartyrs.org.uk

River Publishing

I was not the person who originally told you about River Publishing being a late payer, but, having seen Jane Wynn’s denial in the Freelance, I want to back that person up (whoever it was).

River often pays anything up to three months after a freelance has worked there, and every now and then, payments seem to get forgotten and you have to remind them.

Name & address supplied

The NUJ’s Freelance Office confirms that it has had to take cases to Small Claims Court.

Contacts

Freelance office
John Toner / Pamela Morton 020 7843 3735
email.................freelanceoffice@nuj.org.uk
308 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8DP
Membership via switchboard 020 7278 7916
Legal emergency only:
England and Wales 0800 587 7530
Scotland 0800 085 3425

Freelance Editors
Mike Holderness
Matt Salusbury
email:............................................editor@londonfreelance.org
© 2010 NUJ & authors; moral rights asserted.

Investigative story pitch

THE BUREAU for Investigative Journalism (BIJ) has now opened for business, based at City University, with an initial grant of £2 million over five years to fund investigative stories that would otherwise not see the light of day. The BIJ’s website invites journalists “with a story you think the Bureau should be investigating” to get in touch with them via www.thebureauinvestigates.com/contact. For more on the BIJ, and similar non-profit “foundation models” of financing journalism, see our report on a talk by Gavin McFadyen, BIJ’s co-founder, at www.londonfreelance.org/lfb/1002ways.html
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